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            Trump Sues ABC News, George Stephanopoulos. Here’s Why…

          

        

        
            Former President Donald Trump is taking digital broadcaster ABC News and its anchor, George Stephanopoulos, to court on defamation charges following an interview with Rep. Nancy Mace (R-SC). During this interview, Stephanopoulos repeatedly said Trump was “found liable for rape” in the case of E. Jean Carroll, despite the official ruling characterizing the events as ‘sexual abuse.’
Trump’s lawsuit asserts that Stephanopoulos and ABC knowingly disseminated false information during the show, “This Week with George Stephanopoulos,” mischaracterizing court verdicts and thereby damaging Trump’s public standing. The lawsuit focuses on the differentiation between legal definitions of ‘rape’ and ‘sexual abuse,’ challenging Stephanopoulos’s frequent usage of ‘rape’ to describe Trump’s alleged actions.
The discussion between Stephanopoulos and Mace became heated when the allegations against Trump were raised. Stephanopoulos repeatedly questioned Mace about her support for Trump, given her experience as a survivor of sexual assault. Stephanopoulos’s persistent characterization of the verdict as a ‘rape’ conviction, despite Mace’s reminders of its actual categorization as ‘sexual abuse,’ will now be scrutinized in court.
The lawsuit is part of an ongoing legal battle surrounding Trump’s interaction with Carroll, with the case being poised for appeal within the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. As it stands, Trump’s team vehemently refutes the charges of defamation, rendering this development the latest chapter in the controversy enveloping Trump’s alleged misconduct.
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            ‘Bloodbath’ Hoaxsters ‘MeidasTouch’ Used The Same Word Multiple Times in Past Social Posts.

          

        

        
            MeidasTouch, the far-left news political action committee turned news organization that popularized the “bloodbath” hoax against Donald Trump, has used precisely the same term in the same way as the former president.
In a post by the official MeidasTouch X account from December 2023, the group described a debate between California Governor Gavin Newsom and Florida Governor Ron DeSantis as “a bloodbath” for DeSantis.
Brett Meiselas, one of the trio of brothers who founded MeidasTouch, also posted in December 2022 that a drop in Tesla stocks was an “absolute bloodbath.”
Donald Trump used the expression in the same way when talking about the consequences of Joe Biden allowing China to flood the U.S. with cars made in Mexico. Still, MeidasTouch, the corporate media, and the Biden campaign lied that he was threatening “political violence.”
The National Pulse has begun a wide-ranging investigation into MeidasTouch, which emerged in 2020 and rapidly established connections with big-money donors such as Reid Hoffman, a former guest of Jeffrey Epstein who has also funded the Nimarata ‘Nikki’ Haley, E. Jean Carroll, and FusionGPS.
TSLA just closed at 137.8, down 12.07 and -8.05% on a day when the rest of the overall market was up. This is lower than the stock has been in over two years. An absolute bloodbath. pic.twitter.com/U6IgI1U2oB
— Brett Meiselas (@BMeiselas) December 20, 2022
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            Musk Reveals FBI Auto-Deleted Comms With Twitter, Likely Violating Freedom of Info Laws.

          

        

        
            Elon Musk has revealed that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) operated a portal — used to demand the censorship and suspension of Twitter (now X) accounts — that auto-deleted communications after two weeks.
The South African tech entrepreneur said this auto-deletion process means “we actually don’t know what was said there” and that he believes this amounts to “a Freedom of Information Act violation… because you shouldn’t be able to delete orderly things after two weeks.”
“The suspension demands were so broad that they accidentally demanded a suspension of a journalist on CNN and an elected Canadian politician. It was just an incredibly broad swath,” Musk said of the authorities’ appetite for censorship.
Noting that censorship demands came from “many, many parts of the government,” he drew particular attention to “a little-known agency in the State Department called the Global Engagement Center, which most people have never heard of, but they might have been the single worst offender because they demanded the suspension of over 250,000 accounts which I think all Twitter largely complied with.”
In 2023, a federal judge ruled the Joe Biden regime must stop communication with social media companies for “the purpose of urging, encouraging, pressuring, or inducing in any manner the removal, deletion, suppression, or reduction of content containing protected free speech.”
Judge Terry A. Doughty said the federal government’s actions on social media amounted to “arguably… the most massive attack against free speech in United States’ history.”
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            Fleccas and Richard RatBoy host the most based, twice-weekly comedy podcast covering Western cultural decline. The podcast lampoons the political regime and reports on what we all know to be true – but few dare say. The Fleccas Talks podcast also provides two massive BonusLand hours for Pulse+ subscribers each week. Sign up today by […]
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            Lawyer Fighting Election Fraud Arrested After Passing Dominion Records to Law Enforcement.

          

        

        
            Attorney Stefanie Lambert was arrested Monday in Washington, D.C., soon after a hearing into possible sanctions against her for disseminating confidential emails from Dominion Voting Systems. The United States Marshals Service stated that the arrest occurred due to “local charges.”
Lambert, who has been indicted for accessing Michigan voting machines following the 2020 election, failed to attend a prearranged hearing earlier in the month, leading to her arrest.
During the hearing, Lambert admitted to passing records from Dominion Voting Systems to law enforcement. Accompanying this, she included an affidavit from Dar Leaf, a county sheriff in northern Michigan known for investigating claims of election fraud.
She obtained the records through discovery while representing Patrick Byrne, whom Dominion was suing for defamation.
Byrne commented that Lambert “signed an NDA, but she found evidence of ongoing crime and reported it to law enforcement. If she found a severed head in [a] discovery box she had a duty to report it to law enforcement, too.”
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                    Many people are shocked to learn that because of active censorship, we currently have to spend more time making sure you can even see The National Pulse, than on producing the news itself. Which sucks. Because we do this for the truth, and for you.




But the regime doesn’t want you being informed. That’s why they want us to go away. And that will happen if more people don’t sign up to support our work. It’s basic supply and demand. So demand you get to read The National Pulse, unrestricted. Sign up, today.




We don’t sell ads, and refuse corporate or political cash. It all comes down to you, the reader. I hope you can help.
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